[DOC] Fix typo in Process#clock_gettime

03/04/2022 05:50 PM - tjoyal (Thierry Joyal)

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee:

Description
:nanoseconds => :nanosecond

https://github.com/ruby/ruby/pull/5625

Associated revisions
Revision 9cbebdcbb - 03/07/2022 12:02 PM - tjoyal (Thierry Joyal)
[DOC] Fix documentation typo for Process#clock_gettime
Fixes [Misc #18610]

History
#1 - 03/07/2022 12:02 PM - tjoyal (Thierry Joyal)
- Status changed from Open to Closed

Applied in changeset git|9cbebdcbb74b98a012be72d6cc8b64099312eb432.
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